Let I denote a second order elliptic expression in divergence form and with coefficients defined in an exterior domain. In this paper it is shown that, under suitable conditions, the equation lv-0 has an a.e. positive generalized solution v defined in a neighborhood of infinity. This is done under weaker conditions on the coefficients of I than was previously required. It is then shown that the existence of such a v implies the finiteness of the negative spectrum of operators naturally associated with I.
Let G denote an exterior domain (open, connected set) of Euclidean w-space E n with smooth finite boundary (if any). As customary, we let x = (x u , x n ) denote a point of E* and set Z^ = d/dXi for i = 1, •••, n. Let I denote the formal symmetric elliptic expression defined by:
( 1) lu = -Σ DlatiDjU) + qu .
The coefficients of I are assumed real, and defined in G. Some time ago, [2] , we showed that if the coefficients of I were assumed sufficiently regular and if I was nonoscillatory (at <χ>) then there was a positive function v of class C 2 such that ϊv Ξ= 0 near °o. Recently, [7] , Moss and Piepenbrink obtained, by different methods, the existence of such a positive solution for a more general expression in nondivergence form, with the coefficients now assumed to be only locally Holder continuous. The interest in showing the existence of such a function stems from the connection between the existence of a positive solution and the spectral properties of operators associated with expression (1) . We refer the reader to [8] , [9] where this connection is described.
It is the purpose of this paper to extend the above results to cover cases where the coefficients of I are less regular than was previously assumed. Our assumptions will be more in keeping with the requirements usually placed on the coefficients in spectral theory problems, see for example, [10] . Our basic method will consist in the extension and improvement of the ideas introduced in [2] . Consequently, we make use of quadratic forms and Hubert space theory, as opposed to the Schauder estimate approach used in [7] .
We remark that to simplify notation, different constants, whose precise value is irrelevant to the results, will be denoted by the same symbol. The same procedure will be applied to subdomains and subsequences. Further, we will not distinguish in notation between functions and equivalence classes to which such functions may belong. Finally we observe that an analogous presentation can be made for the case of an arbitrary unbounded domain or the case of a bounded domain with singularities on the boundary, (see, for example, [3] ). Consequently, we do not pursue this further here. Let S denote a subdomain of G, S Q G. We introduce the form B{φ, ψ, S) defined by the expression: 
We also make the basic assumption that the form B is nonoscillatory. That is, there is neighborhood N of oo such that for any bounded subdomain P of N there exists a constant K = K(P) > 0 such that:
for any φ e C?(P), where ( , ) denotes the U inner product. This definition is in direct analogy with the standard definition of the nonoscillation of an operator or expression. A survey of results connected with this terminology and subject may be found in the books of Swanson [12] , and Kreith [6] . We next let H ltP (S), H ltP (S) denote the standard Sobolev spaces with associated norm:
\\v\US) =
In direct analogy, and following a well-known procedure, we then define for SaG the form:
JS
where the domain of B' is assumed to be E x E where E is the subset of C\S) such that v e E iff B' (v, v, S) (as given by (4) There exists a sequence of closed nested smooth surfaces {R t }T=i such that for any r > 0 we have R x a{\x\ > r) for I large; and such that if we let U uk denote the domain bounded by R t and R k (k > I) with, for convenience, R o = dG (if any) and U ί>oo = (J?=t+i U USt we then have:
(a) for each I sufficiently large and k > I, ||0||τr(l7 IιJb ) is equivalent to [B(φ,φ, U t 
, n (we observe that, as a consequence, \\v\\ w (N k ) is equivalent to \\v\\ lt2 (N k )).
(c) if ueW l0C (U Uoo ) for some I, is such that B(u, φ) = 0 for all φeC™(U ίt0O ), then for each & > I there exists a neighborhood iV^ of R k in which w is of class C 1+α . (d) for k, I sufficiently large, we can express U kΛ in the form U kΛ = G fctl U Z kΛ where Z kΛ is a set of measure zero and G kΛ is a domain such that if T is any proper subdomain of G ktl (i.e., fcG w ) and: % 6 T7(Γ), w ^ 0, B(w, φ, T) = 0 for all ^ e CS°(Γ), then w satisfies a Harnack condition in the proper subdomains of T (i.e., ess sup^^ u <K essmί x%T rU for T'QT'aT) and, further, either w = 0 or ess in£(u) > 0 in Γ'.
(e) if for any given constant c we define the form J3" by: in T with M, r constants {depending on T) and r > n;
(iii) q~eL n/ \U 0Λ ) for each I.
Proof. We recall that (a ti ) is assumed to be locally uniformly positive definite a.e. G. If q~eL n/ \U Qtk ) then, as is well known, we may assume that q~ = q' + q" with q' bounded and with q" of small L n/2 norm. Consequently, for any φeC~(U ίtk ) we have, by a standard estimate, [5] , (5) where e is a small positive constant. From (3) and (5) it follows that: KB(φ, φ, U ΐtk ) for some constant K and, therefore, It is obvious that B\φ 9 φ, U ίtk ) exceeds B(φ, Φ, U lth ). Consequently, condition (a) is satisfied. Next, by (i), it follows that B (u, φ, N k 5] ). By considering the equation satisfied by D t u we see, [11] , that DiU 6 C a in this neighborhood for i = 1, , n, and condition (c) follows. Again by [11] we see that (ii) 
Condition (e) easily follows from (6) by the Sobolev compact imbedding theorem of H U2 (U 0tk ) into L\U Ofk ). We observe that the above conditions allow the coefficients to have L 1 singularities at points of Z kfί . However the nature of Z kΛ is restricted, so that we do not allow, for example, L 1 singularities along a ray or along a sequence of closed surfaces tending to oo.
It is convenient to obtain a variety of properties for functions belonging to the T7-spaces. We thus state: LEMMA (U ίik ) , and let φeCΐ(U uk ), 0_^_φ ^ 1, Φ = l except sufficiently near R lf , R k . Next, let u n eC\U uk ) be a sequence such that u n ->u in || \\ w (U ί)k ). It follows that:
(1) W(U ι$h ) n H ίΛ (U lth ) = W(JJ ιΛ ). (2) If ue W(U uk ) (resp. W(U uk )) then so do u + , u~, and \u\. (3) If u l9 u 2 e W(U lth ), B(u u φ) = B(u 2 , φ) for all φ e C~(U ί>k ) and (u, -u 2 )+ 6 W(U ltk ) then JB((^ -
Steps (7) and (8) are really a first order form of an identity due to Picone (see [4] , [12] , [6] ) which is very useful for our purposes. Next, we observe that
Since on supp (grad φ) we have a ίό e L°°, we conclude:
A similar estimate is valid for I ± and, consequently, (9) \\φu n \UU uk ) ^ K\\u n \UU x , k ) .
Since φu n eCl(U ί)k ) by substituting u n -u m for u n in (9) it follows that φu 6 W(U ί)k ). Finally (1 -φ)u has support near R x and R k where || || 1)2 is equivalent to || ||^. Consequently, (1 -φ) (4) Since v = v + ^ 0, by the mollifier procedure of (2), we construct a sequence {ψ m } of nonnegative C^supp^) functions such that ψ m~^v in TF(supp^). Set β n = φ(ψ m + e)~x. A direct calculation shows that:
* w ) .
Again by the Banach-Saks theorem we conclude that φ(v + ε)" 1 e
Proof. (1) Note that, as is well known, u may be characterized as the minimizing function of:
Since I(\u\) <; I(u), by Lemma 1 (2), we see that u = \u\ ^ 0.
(2) Observe that (u x -u 2 ) + e W(U uh )ΠH lf2 (U ί)kl ). Consequently, by Lemma 1, + e TΓίtTi,^) and B^ -u 2 ) + , {u x -u 2 ) + ) = 0. From our basic assumption it follows that (u Σ -u 2 ) + Ξ 0, i.e., u 2 ^ u x . -B(φ, φ, U uk ) and:
CB (φ, φ, U uk and B(u h φ) = (Lf, φ) for all φeC?(U kθij ). By Corollary 1 we have: u j+1 ^ u 3 -^ 0 and we set u = sup, u β . The same procedure as in [2] shows that u e L\ oc (M ko f] U k(jt<X) ) where M kQ = N kQsupp ψ. Consequently, again see [2] , the regularity of the coefficients in N ko implies that u e C\M ko Π U kQθ o) and, therefore, that {%} is bounded in any proper subdomain of M ko Π U ko ,co. Since u 3 -satisfies a Harnack inequality in the subdomains of G kQtk , by assumption (d), we conclude that {%} is bounded near R k for any k > k 0 (with bound dependent on k). Now let φ e C~(U ktt ), 0 <;
Repeating the procedure of (7), (8) we find:
where we have used the fact that ^2(t6 m -u n )eW as was shown in the proof of Lemma 1 (1) . By the Lebesque convergence theorem applied to the righthand side of (10) and the fact that {%} is bounded on supp (grad φ), we conclude that {φu 3 ) is Cauchy in W(U kit ). Consequently, u e Wioc(U k ,co) and B(u, ψ) = 0 for all φ 6 C~(U ktOO ) as desired. Since u ^ u n ^ 0 and u n 3Ξ 0 then by assumption (d) it follows that u > 0 a.e. in C7 f c ,co -U?=*+i ^*,i for k sufficiently large. That is, u > 0 a.e. in a neighborhood of ©o. Finally, ueC 1+a (N k ) as a consequence of assumption (c). Proof. Let φeC™(G) be given and choose k 0 sufficiently large, ε > 0. Let N ko be a neighborhood of R ko and choose a C~ function α/r such that ψ = 1 on i7 o , fco , α^ = 0 outside U 0)kQ U iV fco . Let u be the function constructed in Theorem 1. Since u is of class C 1+α near R ko we may suppose w to be extended as a nonnegative C 1+a function u inside R kQ with u = 0 outside of U kQ)O o U N ko . It follows that u e TΓioc(?7o,co) and therefore, by Lemma 0, that φ\u + ε)-1 6 W(U 0>OQ ). We again employ the procedure of inequalities (7) and (8) 
